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"Man in Scrubs" follows the story of a queer black nurse who is getting awfully tired of being put in a box.
He's queer, not gay, and he'll tell you the difference. He's always been an outcast, and constantly finds
himself at the bottom of any and every hierarchy. With his patience waning, he confronts what it means to be
an outsider, and, more importantly, what it means to take charge of one's own identity.
"Boy in Hoodie" is the story of the "Dead Cat Kid," as he’s known by his classmates. He's fascinated by
death—curious about it in a philosophical sense—but he's not morbid, and he didn't kill a cat. But which is
more important, the truth or perception?
"Woman in Prada" centres on an attractive, middle-aged woman who enjoys the finer things in life. And now
that she's no longer a suburban housewife, she's finally free to explore her own desires. But what if they are
leading her to be with a much younger man? Can she choose to put social optics to the side and do what
makes her happy for once?
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From reader reviews:

Rose Sosa:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yeah, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to take
a go walking, shopping, or went to the actual Mall. How about open or maybe read a book eligible I,
Animal? Maybe it is to become best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time using
your favorite's book, you can more intelligent than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have some
other opinion?

Corinna Edwards:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their family,
or their own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic in
the park. They actually doing same task every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something different to
fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Might be reading a book is usually option to fill your free of
charge time/ holiday. The first thing that you'll ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you
want to attempt look for book, may be the publication untitled I, Animal can be excellent book to read. May
be it might be best activity to you.

Bernice Mignone:

Do you have something that you want such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, brief story and the biggest the first is novel. Now, why not trying I, Animal that give your pleasure
preference will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading practice all over the world can be said as
the means for people to know world much better then how they react toward the world. It can't be explained
constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to possibly
be success person. So , for all of you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you may pick I,
Animal become your own starter.

Elizabeth Sherer:

That book can make you to feel relax. That book I, Animal was vibrant and of course has pictures around. As
we know that book I, Animal has many kinds or genre. Start from kids until youngsters. For example Naruto
or Detective Conan you can read and think you are the character on there. Therefore , not at all of book are
generally make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and relax. Try to choose the best book for
you personally and try to like reading that will.
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